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DEADUNE FRIDAY, SEPT. 5th
LAST CHANCE TO VOTE FOR FAVORITES IN
MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY.

407 Poplar Street • Murray, KY 42071
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Kenlake's 3-D
archery course
first for Ky.
state park
By AUSTIN RAMSEY
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Staff Writer
AURORA, Ky. - Kenlake
State Resort Park has found a
unique way to repurpose an
inactive golf course among its
160,000-acres of property -a 3D archery course.
The multiple. life-size animal
targets that now line what was
once a golf cart path of a ninehole course at Kenlake make
the first permanent archery
course at a state park in
Kentucky
Park
Manager Joe
Mounce said
the - park and
state
were
interested
in
finding a new
use - for the
small
golf
course that was
shut
down
early last year amid financial
concerns. but it was a while
before 3-D archers was considered.
"We were looking at different
things that would make sense
with that area,- Mounce said of
the shuttered golf course. "We
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Let us hear the conclusion
of the whole matter: Fear
God, and keep his commandments: for this is the
whole duty of man.
For God shall bring every
work into judgment, with
every secret thing, whether it
be good, or whether it be
evil.
Ecc. 12: 13-14

Annual event
draws crowds
from Kentucky
and Tennessee
Participants test
directional skills
at Locust Grove

The annual Locust Grove Baptist Church corn maze is back
this year with a Noah's Ark theme. Fun for all ages, the maze
is open to the public from 6-9 p.m. each Wednesday, Friday
and Saturday throughout the month of September. Now in its
fifth year, it is located in the cornfield behind the chuch building at 1871 Locust Grove Road. It is recommended for ages
5 and older and draws crowds from Kentucky and
Tennessee. Locust Grove Pastor Ryker Wilson said the
admission price goes primarily to the church's youth group
and missions. Pictured above, Tristan Gann, 11, followed by
Tammi Mitchell and a small group of people get their first look
into the corn maze at the opening Wednesday afternoon.
Right, an aerial photo shows the entire maze.
AUSTIN RAMSEY Ledger & Times
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Murray State Recognized
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School of agriculture
gains attention in
national publication

Shawn Gardner
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MSU Print Media

Farm Life magazine's web
and print versions are current-

8 Pages

ly featuring the Murray State
University Hutson School of
Agriculture. The publication's
main article,"Major Changes:
The New Boom in Ag
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

FIRST STEPS: Heavy equipment is shown late Wednesday afternoon near the building that
has housed the Thurman Campbell Group office on Maple Street in downtown Murray, following the first activity to demolish building after it was severely damaged in a July fire.
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many North American agriculture schools.including Murray
State's, appear to be "about to
burst at the seams" in a trend
reversal, the magazine notes,
of just a decad ago. MSU's
Dr. Tony Brannon,dean of the
Hutson School of Agriculture,
speaks to the expansion and

leges and schools of agricul-
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Reno Anderson, Realtor
Greys Properties, LLC

Education.- centers on a special report on record admissions being announced by col

ture in the United States and
Canada.
According to the article,
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around 71. South southwest
wind 3 to 5 mph
Saturday: Mostly cloudy
with a chance of showers and
thunderstorms A high near 86.
Light and variable wind
becoming north northwest 5 to
7 mph in the morning
Saturday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 66. North northeast wind around 7 mph.
Sunday: Partly sunny, with a
high near 83 North northeast
wind 6 to 8 mph.
Night: Partly
Sunday
low around 62.
a
with
cloudy,
wind 5 to 7
st
northea
North
mph.
Monday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 85. Northeast wind
around 5 mph.
Night: Partly
• Monday
cloudy, with a low around 64.
East wind around 6 mph.
Tuesday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 86. Southeast wind
3 to 7 mph.
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Daly Forecast
The_ional Weelhar Sank*
Thursday: Partly sunny,
with a high near 92. Calm
wind becoming southwest
around 6 mph in the morning.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 72.
South southwest wind 3 to 5
mph.
Friday: Partly sunny with a
40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. A high
near 91. Southwest wind 3 to
6 mph.
Friday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
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ze 3-D archery course for
tion-si
regula
a
offer
state park in Kentucky to
Kenlake State Resort Park in Aurora became the first
s about a year ago. Park
course that was shuttered for financial reason
visitors. The course replaces a closed nine-hole golf
invasion."
g demand for ranges and coursing amidst a "archery
officials say they believe the new course meets a growin

.
•Kenlake; archerasy..
MPD gets readyforfall session •Agriculture...
well.
organized
From Front .
Sidebar articles in Farm Life
of the existing
aphy
topogr
Front
The
From
that also feature Murray State
of Citizens Police Academy
of
piece
had this vacant, big
golf course met the archery
of jobs in the field are "Big Man on Campus,""Ag
Special to the Ledger
Would you like to learn more
about your Murray Police
Department? The department
invites the public to join officers for the fall 2014 Citizens
Police Academy.
Beginning Oct. 6 and continuing through Nov. 24,the academy will meet at 6:30 Monday
nights. Each week, students
will learn about a different
aspect of police work from
MPD officers, detectives, pros-

ecutors and other parts of the
criminal justice system.
Anyone aged 21 or older who
lives or works in Murray is eligible to attend. There is no
cost, and participants will
receive a free T-shirt.
For more information and
applications, go on the city
at
website
cpa.
olice/
www.murrayky.gov/p
or contact Sgt. David Howe at
david.howe@murrayky.gov or
(270)762-1052.

OPEN HOUSE BY OWNER
Sat. Sept 6th & Sun. Sept 7th
1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.

availability
of agriculture, particularly in
new areas such as biotechnology and precision agriculture.
Farm Life staffers also sat
down with current MSU agriculture students and recent ag
grads from Murray State. Some
things the graduates noted that
have changed in agriculture to
keep it relevant to a new generation include the upsurge of
technology that takes many agrelated jobs out of the field and
into an office:Many noted the
importance of internships and
in
experience
real-world
the
to
re
exposu
their
increasing
opportunities in agriculture,
including the roles that science,
engineering and technology can
play in an ag graduate's job
search.
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Oil spill reported along KY 121 in Murray

Make a Plan
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

NEW FALL HOURS!

Be Informed

Friday, Saturday & Sunday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Closed Weekdays

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
121
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray oft HWY
www.cypressapringsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

270-436-5496

Be Red Cross Ready
American
i Red Cross

t

Special to the Ledger
Police
Murray
The
spill
oil
an
d
Department reporte
creatthat
g
mornin
day
Wednes
ed hazardous driving condition's
along KY 121 near the CFSEI
Center in Murray.
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet (KYTC) Calloway
County Highway Crew was dispatched to spread some material
along the southbound lane of
KY 121 to help absorb the spill.
The treated area runs from the
CFSB Center/Lowes Drive area
up to the traffic signal at the

intersection. with US 641 in
front of the JCPenny Store,'
according to Keith Todd. public
information officer for the
KTC's District One and bistrict
TWO.
.Motorists traveling this section of KY 121 in Murray were
urged to use caution, he said.
KYTC personnel monitored the
area from time to time through.
the day to determine if additional material was . required to
absorb the oil, Todd said.
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Laura Jean Kirks,41,of Paducah, Kentucky,formerly of Murray,
Kentucky, died Monday,Sept. I 2014 at her home.
Funeral services will be at 3:30 p.m. Thursday. Sept. 4, 2014 at
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with burial in the Coles Campground Cemetery. Visitation
will be from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m. Thursday,Sept. 4,
2014, at the funeral home.
She was born Dec. 31, 1972 to Charles Conley
Johnson and Edwina Jean Lewis.
She was a homemaker.
Mrs. Kirks is survived by her husband.
Christopher Franklin icirks; daughters, Jessica
Nicole Johnson, Tiffany Chaden Lyons, Alexis
Kirks
Jane Johnson. all of Murray and Courtney Lee
Schultz of Fayetteville. North Carolina; a son,
Steven Chadwick Lyons, 11 of Murray; her father, Charles Conley
Johnson of Puryear, Tennessee and her mother. Edwina Jean Lewis
of Murray; and grandchildren Leeya Marie Johnson and Carson
Lorenz Schultz.
Pallbearers will be Christopher Franklin Kirks, Steven Chadwick
Lyons, II, Jessica Nicole Johnson.Timmy Kirks. Chuck White and
Kimberly Harrell.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

r & Times

John Thomas lrvan, Jr.
John Thomas "Tommy"In an,60.died Saturday, Aug. 30.2014 at
Lower Keys Medical Center in Key West, Florida. after an extended illness.
He was a member of First United Methodist Church in Murray
and a graduate of Murray High School. He attended Murray State
University. He grew up in Murray but made his home in Key West
for the past 30 years.
He was preceded in death by his mother Rebecca Farmer Irvan
and his father, John Irvan, both of Murray; his maternal grandparents, Autry and Elizabeth Farmer and his paternal grandparents, Pat
• and Emma Rose Irvan, all of Murray.
Memorial services will be Friday. Sept. 5, 2014 at 4 p.m. at the
Dean-Lopez Funeral Home-, 481 Simonton Street. Key West.
Visitation will be Friday. Sept. 5.2014 from 3 p.m. until the service
hour at the funeral home.
Memorial contributions may be made to First United Methodist
Church.503 Maple'Street. Murray. KY 42071.
The Dean-Lopez Funeral Home. Key West. is in charge of
arrangements.
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Donald Virgil Stratton

a•

Donald Virgil Stratton. 82. of Decatur, Illinois. formerly of
Murray. Kentucky,and Mt. Juliet. Tennessee, died Friday. Aug. 29,
2014.
He was born Oct. 6, 1931 in Hettick, Illinois to
Irvin R. and Verna N. Robson Stratton.
He served in the U.S. Army as a military policeman. He retired as plant manager of Laclede Steel
Company in Alton. Illinois.
He was a member of the United Methodist
Church and of the American Legion, having
served as a former Post Commander, and a member of VFW.
• He. was preceded in death by his parents; a
daughter. Dawn. and two brothers.
Mr. Stratton is survived by sons. Donald Wayne
• Stratton of Springfield. Missouri and Michael
Kent Stratton of Roadhouse. Illinois; stepchildren.
Randy L. Grimett and ..Roger Grimett, both of
OTalton. Illinois and Gregory Scott Grimeit of
Texas; sisters Barbara Dunn and'husband Brad 'of Decatur and
. Marilyn Mobs and husband Melvin of Palmyra, Illinois; 13 grandchildren' and one great-grandchild,
'
Graveside services will be at 12:30 p.m. Saturday. Sept. 6, 2014
in the 'Waverly.East Cemetery, Waverly. Illinois, with full military
honors.
• Memorial contiihutions may be made to Harbor Light Hospice.
' 'Online condolences may be left at wwty.dawson-wikoff.com.
D'awson & Wikoff North Funeral Home is .in charge of arrange"meats.
•
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Ovie D. Ward
Ovie D. Ward.90,of Murray, Kentucky,died Wednesday. Sept. 3,
2014 at the Green Acres Healthcare Center, Mayfield, Kentucky.
He was born Feb. 23, 1924 in Bell City, Kentucky.to Ed and Attie
Nance Ward.
He was a retired farmer.
He was preceded in death by his wife, L. Maxine Ward; his parents; three brothers; three sisters; and one grandchild, Kimberly
Ward.
Mr. Ward is survived by a daughter, Phyllis Tucker and husband
Prentice of Kirksey; sons Bobby Ward and wife Faye, Gary Ward
and wife Patricia,and Terry Ward,all of Hazel; a sister, Jewell Haun
of Quincy. Illinois; six grandchildren, Rodney Tucker and wife
Trish, Jackie Tucker and wife Shannon, Michael Tucker and fiance
Sara, Eddie Ward and wife Jana. Chad Ward and Stephanie Ward;
five great-grandchildren, McKensie, Carlton. Isaac, Titus and Lyla;
and four stepgreat-grandchildren, Amber, Justin, Elisha and
Amanda.
A graveside service will be at 11 a.m. Friday, Sept. 5, 2014 at
Murray Memorial Gardens with Rev. Glynn Orr officiating.
Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Thursday. Sept. 4,2014 at BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Dr. John Thomas Murdock

Billie Ray Powell,74,of Puryear.Tennessee,formerly of Marshall
County, Kentucky. died Tuesday, Sept. 2,2014 at his home.
He was a woodworker and former auto mechanic.
He was preceded in death by five brothers,
William Powell, Raymond Powell, Alton Powell,
Robert Powell, Jr. and Cecil Powell; three sisters,
Dorothy Holland, Mildred Parrott and Judy Ross
and his parents Robert Lee Powell and Lillie Farley
Powell.
Mr. Powell is survived by his wife of 43 years.
Emmaline Edwards Powell of Pury•ear; a son.
Anthony Ray Powell of Murray; a daughter.
Powell
Rebecca A. Powell and fiance Jon Flood of Paris.
Tennessee; three sisters, Janice Duncan of Murray. Lucille Young
and husband Ralph of Benton and Willie Mae Taylor of Benton; and
a brother, Everett Powell and wife Betsy of Benton.
OHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Funeral services will be at II a.m. Saturday. Sept. 6, 2014 at
Filbeck-Cann & King Chapel with Rev. Mike Rhodes officiating: LIGHTS REPAIRED: The 'traffic signal shines green
Burial will follow in the Briensburg Cemetery. Visitation will be Wednesday morning at the 'intersection of North 12th and
Chestnut Streets in Murray. This came after the signal to one
after 5 p.m. Friday. Sept. 5,2014 at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to HCMC Hospice of the city's busiest traffic areas Stopped working sometime
Healthcare Foundation. 311 East Wood, Paris, TN 38242 or Caring Tuesday. Kentucky Transportation Cabinet workers made
Hearts Fund "Assisting Those Touched By Cancer," P.O. Box 1030, repairs to the signal Wednesday.
Paris, TN 38242.
Online condolences may be left at www.filbeckcannking,com.
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of
arrangements.'
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Dr. John Thomas Murdock. 86 of Murray. Kentucky, died at his
home Friday. Aug. 29,2014.
He was born Nov. 21, 1927 in Calloway County. Kentucky. to
Philip and Beauton Mayfield Murdock.
Dr. Murdock was a professor with the University
of Wisconsin-Madison and worked in international agriculture development, primarily in Brazil
and Indonesia. He earned a doctorate from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison and honorary
doctorates from the Bogor Agricultural University
in Indonesia and the Federal University of Rio
Grande do Sul in Brazil. He served in the U.S.
Army Signal Corp during World War II. He was a
Murdock
member, Sunday school teacher and former elder
of University Church of Christ.
He was preceded in death by his parents-. his
wife, Bettie Sue Workman Murdock; and a brother, Phillip Howard Murdock.
DT. Murdock is survived by a daughter, Cynthia
Sue Hardjakusumah and husband Harry of Bogor.
Indonesia; two sons, Rick Murdock and wife Stacy of Murray and
Larry Murdock of Berkley,California; a sister, Shirley.Shackleford
of Benton; two brothers, Billy Murdock and wife Jean and Gerald
Murdock and wife Martha, both of Murray; special friend, F.arleen
Doran of Murray; eleven grandchildren,two great-grandchildren. a
Earl H. Pemberton
brother-in-law, Bob
.by Z. Workman and a sister-in-law, Jo Burkeen.
Earl H. Pemberton, 86, of Dover, Tennessee, died Tuesday, Sept.
Funeral services will be Saturday, Sept. 6, 2014 at 2 p.m. at
2,2014 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
University Church of Christ with burial to follow in Murray
He was preceded in death by a daughter, Patsy Gale Pemberton; a Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be
Friday, Sept. 5,20)4 from 5grandson, Daryl Wayne Pemberton and a great-grandson.
9 p.m. at University Church of Christ and Saturday. Sept. 6.2(114
Mr. Pemberton is survived by his wife,BeKaldwell Pemberton; from noon until the funeral hour. Officiating
will be Charley
a daughter, Carolyn Schosser; sons, Daryl Pemberton, Keith Bazzell; Richard Youngblood; Rick Murdock
and his children,Tera
Pemberton and Keven Pemberton; eight grandchildren and seven Rica,Calla and husband Jason and Jacqlyn;
Larry Murdock and his
great-grandchildren.
sons Jaimie. Jesse and Justin.
Graveside services will be held Friday, Sept. 5, 2014 at JoeltonExpressions of sympathy may go to University Church of Christ
Hills Memory Gardens, Joelton, Tennessee. Visitation will be Mission Fund,801 North 12th Street.
Murray. KY 42071..
Thursday, Sept. 4, 2014 from 3-8 p.m. at Anderson & Garrett
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralFuneral Home,Joelton.
home.com
Anderson & Garrett Funeral Home, Joelton, is in charge of
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
arrangements. Local arrangements were handled by BlalockColeman & York.
Norris L rimy' Rowland
Norris L. "Tupy" Rowland, 83, of Murray, -Kentucky, died
Sandra Garfinkel
Wednesday, Sept. 3., 2014 at Lake Way Nursing Home, Benton,
Sandra Garfinkel,66,of Murray, Kentucky,died Tuesday,Sept. 2, Kentucky.
2014 at Baptist Health.of Paducah.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time.
She was a data entry clerk at Murray State Uhiversity.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
She was preceded in death by her parents, William Fredrick
Mundroff and Vicy Mae Jordan.
The number oftimes published or the length of one or more of
. Mrs. Garfinkel is survived by two sons,`Jacob GAfinkel and the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum
set by the Ledger
Daniel Garfinkel, both of Murray; a daughter, Kathleen O'Leary and Times policy. Alec has been paidfor additional publishing
or
Simmons of Pikeville. Tennessee; one brother, three sisters, seven space.
grandchildren and several nieces and nephews.
%tat..
Memorial services will be at 6:30 p.m. Thursday,Sept. 4,2014 at
•
St. John's Episcopal Church, Murray, with Rev. Matthew Bradley
officiating.
Lindsey Puneral Home,Paducah, is in charge of arrangements.
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Knit-wits will meet

The Knit-wits group will meet Friday. Sept. 5,
at 1 p.m., in the Community Room of the
CalloAy County Public Library. Knitters and
crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more
information call Dot at 270-293-5588.

Computer classes at CCPLwill

The Calloway County Public Library
free computer class on how to use
offer
Datebook Skype, Tuesday. Sept. 9, from 5-7 p.m. and
Martha
How to Write a Resume on Thursday, Sept. II,
Finney Andrus, from 2:30-4:30 p.m. Classes are free but preto
Community
registration is required. Call 270-753-2288
editor
register.
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First Place orientation to be
ntered health program

Berg and Hulin
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y Marie Berg,
Destin
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Daniel
to Robert Joseph Hulin.son of Jane and
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follow.
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South Pleasant Grove
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Celebrating 18o Years - 1834 - 2014
September 7th, 2014
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'This is the 70s' to be
performed at WKCTC
Clemens Center
10 a.m. Slideshow from past to present
10:30 a.m.- Worship Service
12 p.m.- Potluck Dinner
5671 Crossland Rd•liamielEt4-2711.
-
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Wedding, engagement and
anniversary forms are available
on our website and run on
Wednesdays and Thursdays, for

So Real

FALL OPEN HOUSE
THIS FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 5th & 6th
10 AM to 4:30 PM.
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The Calloway County Board of Health
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Dog obedience classes offered
Canine Good Citizen

Register today for. the Humane _Society's
Puppy Kindergarten.
(CGC) Dog Obedience Class and S.T.A.R.
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a charge of $10 per picture.
Births run anytime for a charge
of $10 with a picture. Email
addresses provided will receive
a proof copy. The deadline for
datebook items is 10 a.m. the
day before an item needs to run
(for Monday, the deadline is
Friday by 10 a.m.). There is no
charge for datebook items or
church events. Deadlines for
worship bulletins and stories are
Wednesday by 5 p.m.
All submissions must include
a name and telephone number,
or email address for questions.
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Downtown Saturday Market
ay. Sept. 6, will be on

The Downtown Farmers Market on Saturd
due to the Ice Cream
Fifth Street between Maple and Poplar Streets
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tomatoes, green beans, purple hull peas, sweet
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,
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raised
cantaloupe, and peaches along with farm
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textile
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y'
jewelr
ade
handm
and baked goods, and
, 270Street
y Main
information, contact Deana Wright at Murra
759-9474.

MOPS to meet Friday
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MOPS (Mothers of Preschoolers) will meet
are is available
childc
ETS
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h.
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t
9:30 am. at First Baptis
moms with children
in the church nursery during the meeting. All
For more informame.
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ages birth through kindergarten are
rray.
SinMu
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ok.co
tion, visit www.facebo
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Tea years ago
Thirty years ago
Peggy
Billington,
Bonnie
.Several existing industries in
Raspberry, Heidi Shultz and Kenny Murray and Calloway County are
Darnell pose after shopping at presented certificates of apprecia"Office Depot during their recent tion by the Murray-Calloway
Business and a Little Lunch. Office County Chamber of Commerce.
Depot offered discounts, giveaways The 15 companies were recognized
and refreshments at this recent by Dr. Rex Galloway, Sid Easley
event attended by several Chamber and Steve Zea during a morning
members.
reception at the Commerce Centre.
Murray Ledger & Times publish- Pictured are those accepting the cerer, Alice Rouse, shows off one of tificate, Frank Urbancic - Fisher
the first copies of the newly Price; Ed Shinners - Vanderbilt
designed paper after it emerged Chemical; Billy Smith - Hutson
from the press. With Rouse is press- Chemical; Bill Germann - Kenlake
man John McLeod,pressman David Foods; Ann Kelly Bolin - Ellis
Stom and R.J. McDougal, press Popcorn; Jim Sims. Southeast Book
foreman.
Co.; Charles Olree - Winchester
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Collins are the Printing; Jack Dodd - Fitts Block;
parents of a daughter, Keatyn Ann Walt Apperson - Murray Ledger &
Collins, born Aug. 3 at Jackson Times; and Leonard Vaughn Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield. Murray Fabrics.
Southwest Calloway Elementary
Ora Lee Farris and Anne
School second grader Sabrina Morrison are both pictured as they
Jackson is shown receiving help in receive orchid corsages for recognigetting a helmet positioned on her tion of the work they have done for
head from Calloway County 4-H the Murray Moose Lodge. Both are
Agent Ginny Harper prior to her past deputy grand regegts.
turn with a bicycle safety exercise at
Forty years ago
the school.
Births repoked include a boy to
Twenty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Windsor; a
The Court Square Heritage boy to Mr. and Mrs.Terry Sims; and
Event has a special event planned a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lang,
as the celebration of the anniversary all on Aug. 26 and a boy to Mr. and
of the city of Murray will be Sept. Mrs. Ronald Rogers on Aug. 27.
17 around the court square of
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of „
Murray.
Woodmen of the World will sponsor
Jane Harrison Steely has been a "Back to School" Style Show
appointed as the Calloway County Sept. 10, at the Murray Middle
Extension Agent for Home School auditorium.
Economics by the University of
Fifty years ago
Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Diane Scott, Patricia Jones,
Service. She began her duties on Charlotte Dodson, Marsha liendon,
Sept. 1.
Carolyn
Murdock.
Suzanne
Pictured is Murray High School McDougal. Debbie Miller and
senior running back Chris Cheaney Regina Fulton have been elected as
during
the
Murray
High officers of the Calloway County
Schoolarigg County football game. High School Band.
Jody Kelso is shown as he relaxes
M.O. Wrather, Martha Guier and
on the bench in the fourth quarter Sandra Rogers attended a meeting
with his Calloway County team- of the Kentucky Institutional
mates after rushing for 150 yards Officers Association held at Murray
and scoring three touchdowns in State.
Friday night's win,42-0,over South
Sixty years ago
Hopkins.
Hunter Love, local photographer,
Bill Kopperud of Kopperud is attending a convention of the
Realty recently announced that Photographer
Association
of
Amos McCarty Jr. reached the mil- America at Chicago. Illinois. .
lion dollar production level in July.

By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. September
4. the 247th day of 2014. There
are 118 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On September 4, 1944, during
World War II. British troops' liberated Antwerp. Belgium.
On this date:
In 1781, Los Angeles was
founded by Spanish settlers under
the leadership of Governor Felipe
de Neve.
In 1886,a group of Apache Indians led by Geronime (also known
as Goyathlay. "One Who Yawns")
E3
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Dear Abby
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live, coast-to-coast television
broadcast.
In 1957, Arkansas Gov. Orval
Faubus used Arkansas National
Guardsmen to prevent nine black
students from entering all-white
Central High School in Little Rock.
Ford Motor Co. began selling its
ill-fated Edsel.
In 1963, a Swissair Caravelle
III carrying 80 people crashed
shortly after takeoff from Zurich,
killing all on board.
In 1971. an Alaska Airlines jet
crashed near Juneau, killing all
1 people on board.
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DEAR DOCTOR K: 1 have
temble hot flashes. My doctor no
longer recommends hormone
replacement therapy because he
says it has heart risks. Is there
anything else I can take?
DEAR
READER:
Hot flashes
are a common
symptom of
menopause.
They probably
result
from changing hormone
levels.
My
patients
describe them
By
as a sudden.
Dr. Anthony
intensely
Komaroff
uncomfortable onslaught of heat. They are
often accompanied by.a rapid heartbeat, headache, nausea or dizziness.
For years,women took hormone
replacement therapy (HRT)to ease
hot flashes and other symptoms
of menopause. Indeed, many
women continued to take HRT after
the hot flashes had gone, in order
to achieve improved heart health.
Then, studies showed that longterm use of HRT in women older
than their late 50s (or more than
10 years out from menopause)actually increased the risk of heart
disease.
. That study (published in 2002)
led many doctors to stop prescribing HRT short-term -- even
just to relieve hot flashes. In my
judgment, that was a mistake. In
fact, I prescribe HRT in women
experiencing hot flashes, except
in unusual situations. I have discussed the reasons in a previous
column: The 2002 study primarily included women at least 10
years past menopause, not women
in menopause, like you.
.However,you asked about treatments for hot flashes other than
HRT. One effective alternative
may be antidepressant drugs. That
is not because hot flashes are

Dr. Nmaroff

caused by depression The antidepressant drugs change brain
chemistry. and the changes they
cause seem also to reduce hot flashCS

EsCitalopram (Lexapro). for
example. is a selective serutonin
rcuptake inhibitor (SSRI) antidepressant. It reduces the frequency. severity and discomfort of hot
'flashes, compared to a placebo
t dummy pill).
Researchers at Harvard-affiliated Massachusetts General Hospital looked at the antidepressant
duloxetine (Cymbalta). This is a
different type of antidepressant.
Depressed women treated with
duloxetine found that their
menopausal symptoms, including
hot flashes, improved.
An antiseizure drug, gabapentin
(Neurontin). may also reduce htrt
flashes.
Several over-the-counter herbal
remedies also claim to prevent or
treat hot flashes. Black cohosh is
one example. But many of these
herbal treatments have not been
well studied.
In the last couple of years.
women's health experts have started to rethink the role of HRT.
They still discourage it as a longterm treatment. But they are starting to reconsider it for short-term
use. to relieve temporary' symptoms (including hot flashes) that
do not respond to other therapies.
Finally, don't forget to try simple, non-drug strategies. They can
cool you down without any side
effects:
-- Turn the thermostat down.
-- Keep bedding light.
-- Dress in layers, so you can
adjust your clothing when a hot
flash comes on.
-- Limit caffeine, which can
worsen hot flashes.
-- Carry a small, clip-on fan
with you.
I would recommend that you
try these non-pharmaceutical remedies first, and go on to pharmaceuticals only if they don't give
you sufficient relief.

A VOTE FOR
the bottle and let sit for at least 30 days. Taste
VOLUNTEERING
it to see if there is enough flavor, and if not, let
Dear Heloise: Just a com- it sit for another few days. Check and taste the
ment on your recent praise of extract regularly until you are happy with the
the Habitat for Humanity flavor. Many cakes use vanilla extract as an ingreReStore: It is a great organi- dient, and my Heloise's Cake Recipes pamphlet
zation to support, but I'd like is a great resource to have in your home. To
to emphasize how important it order one, please send $3 and a long, selfis to support it by VOLUN- addressed. stamped (70 cents) envelope to:
TEERING. There usually is a Heloise/Cakes, fO.,Box 795001, San Antonio. 7X
core of dedicated,consistent vol- 78279-5001. You can replace the liquid in the
unteers who hold the store homemade extract as you use it. Just add more
together. The volume of donations can be over- vodka/rum. — Heloise
whelming without all the volunteers who receive RECONNECT AGAIN
the materials and get them out to the floor as
Dear Heloise: If you have lost contact with a
quickly as possible. I have enjoyed maintaining friend, relative or even an acquaintance, here is
"my" department, as well as the friendships among an easy, funny way to get that relationship back
the other regulars. Shim or long term, volunteers on track: Get a card — any kind will do — and
are the lifeblood of Habitat for Humanity ReStores. write your telephone number on it. That's all.
— Nancy M. in Colorado
See if the person calls!. — Pearl W. in CaliforNancy, thank you for reminding all of us how nia
important volunteering is. If all of our volunteers FROZEN EYELINER
"stood down': for just one day, I think it would
Dear Readers: Attempting to sharpen your eyebe a shock to realize how much they do! So liner pencil, but it sticks to the sharpener? TO
please say thanks when you get a chance. — stop the goopy mess..place the liner in the freezHeloise
er for a half-hour or so to freeze the soft liner.
VANILLA EXTRACT'
Works on eye shadow that is like a big, fat crayDear Heloise: I was excited to try your recipe on.
for vanilla extract. I have a question, though: Do
Easy to sharpen. and no mess. — Heloise
you leave the vanilla beans intact, or split or DRAINAGE HOLES
crush them? — Joyce M. in Delaware
Dear Heloise: Here is a hint when transferYou will split the vanilla beans lengthwise, ring houseplants into new containers: Before adding
exposing the.seeds.
the soil to the new container, cover the drainage
For other readers. here :s how to make the hole with a piece of newspaper. This allows the
• extract. Gather a .1-liter bottle of either vodka or water to drain but keeps the soil from coming
white rum and two -vanilla beans. Split the beans out, and it will dissolve over time. — Sara J. in
lengthwise and place them in the vodka/rum. Close Illinois

by
Heloise

Crosswords
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50 YOU'RE

YOU MO* SON,
TODAY 15 THE l:IR5T
DAY OF THE
OF YOUR

JUST GOING
TO LIE

REST
LIFE.
YOU'RE
FIGHT.

G

Alternative treatments
for hot flashes

Hints From Heloise
surrendered to Gen. Nelson Miles
at Skeleton Canyon in Arizona.
In 1917, the American Expeditionary Forces in France suffered their first fatalitieS during
World War I when a German plane
attacked a British-run base hospital.
In 1948, Queen Wilhelmina of
the Netherlands abdicated after
nearly six decades of rule for
health reasons.
.
Ln 1951. President Harry S.
Truman addressed the nation from
the Japanese peace treaty conference in San Francisco in the first

ES'V Et 1_1_1

SORIZY, 141....I'M NOT IN THE M000
TO GO BOWLING AFTER ALL
d will have its .
. at the CCFR
ted to attend.

DEAR ABBY: My son's out- with the children. We had a ball!
of-town wedding is coming up.
A few weeks later. I heard the
My mother will attend and be stepsister's mother had said I had
traveling with me. I am single. "no business" playing in the pool
and my mom is also single. She's with the kids. I was taken aback.
planning on sharing a room with Isn't that what grandmas are for?
me.
I love playing with the little ones.
Abby, my -mom hat a severe
Was I wrong for not "acting
snoring prob- my age"? Did I make a fool of
lem, and I'm myself? The custody fight is ongoa very light ing and I don't Want to do anysleeper. 1 can- thing that would jeopardize my
not sleep with son winning custody. -- WORa snorer! I RIED IN NEW YORK
don't want to
DEAR WORRIED: I don't
ruin my time think you did anything inapproat my son's priate. I suspect the stepsister's
wedding, and mother was jealous that she wasshe's
upset n't the person in the pool, which
about
the is why she didn't speak up duradded ing the party and you had to hear
expense
of it weeks later secondhand.
By Abigail
00000
another room,
Van Buren
which neither
DEAR ABBY: On July 31 you
of us can really afford, but I don't printed my question about throwknow what else to do. -- MOTH- ing a 25th anniversary party for
ER OF THE GROOM
my parents. I want to let you
DEAR MOTHER OF THE know that instead of taking on
GROOM:The separate room may an expensive dinner that I can't
be a luxury you can't "really afford right now, I'm cellaboratafford," but incurring the expense ing with a cousin to' have a chef
may be worth it so you won't come into, their home to prepare
sleepwalk through your son's wed- a nice meal for them and the
ding. • I'm not recommending people who participated in their
earplugs because, while they may wedding. I felt it was a much
dull the racket, they won't com- more personal and cost-effective
pletely eliminate the sound of way zo give them the nice anniversevere snoring.
sary they deserve. Thank you for
P.S. If. your mother's physi- your advice! -- SON OF SILcian doesn't know about her snor- VERS
ing, it should be discussed so the
DEAR S.OS.: I'm delighted
doctor can make sure it isn't a you wrote to share your solution.
symptom of a serious health prob- The idea is terrific. I am sure
lem.
your parents will be thrilled and
MOWS
other readers will appreciate your
DEAR ABBY: My son has ingenuity. Thank you!
two children who are in tempo00000
rary foster care, and has visitaDear Abby is written by Abition with the ex's stepsister, who gail Van Buren, also known as
got the right to grant visitation. Jeanne Phillips, and was foundRecently we had a birthday party ed by her mother,Pauline Phillips.
for them. All the grandparents. Contact Dear Abby at wwwDearaunts and uncles were invited. It Abby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
was a kiddie party. of course. and Los Angeles, CA 90069.
I jumped into the pool and played

Today in History

eet
special called
loway County
ode opening,
member term
taxing district
c updates and

Plans to share a room hit a
snag over mom's snoring
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Cain's victim
Office aides
Dance party "
Be thrifty
Aid illegally
Tennis score
Place to sit
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Have high hopes
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At any time
Say inadvertently
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classifiedtomurrayledger.com

Call

At), CLASSIFIED AD RATES ....41"
ADJUSTMENTS

Chelsea
Humphreys

error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be report-

for all your
classified needs

ed immediately so corrections can
be made

010
Notice

Fn. 10 a.m,

iionday

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.12 per word per day.
$335 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit any submitted matter
1'LAC
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010
Legal
Notice

Fn.9 Lm.

Smart Sayer
Tuesday

Von.9 vn.

Wednesday

Bon12 p.m.

Thursday
Fnday
Saturday

Legal
Notice

City of Murray
City Hall
P.O. Box 1236. 104 North 5th Street
Murray, KY 42071 ..

Wed. 12 p.m.
Thor. 12 p.m.

He made it!
Ralph Ragsdale is 91
years old!
Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!
•New Climate Control
Available
*24,7 Surveillance
•Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
060
Help Wanted
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
Looking for a certified
"handyman" that has
knowledge in plumb,
ing, painting, electrical,
and appliance repairs.
Please contact Kandis
at Garland Rentals for
more information
270-753-2905.
THE Essential Day Spa
Salon is looking for a
licensed
Massage
Therapist who is eager
to learn new techniques and enjoys
workirig with a team.
We offer
'employee benefits
including IRA, Vacation
Time, Holiday pay, and
others. This could be a
part or full time position. For more information please call 270767-0760.

060
Help Wanted
SPORTABLE
Scoreboards, manufacturer of electronic
scoreboards is seeking
'a full time Purchasing
Coordinator.
This position requires
your involvement in all
levels of the supply
chain. Essential functions include obtaining
materials at the lowest
cost while considering
quality, source reliability and urgency of delivery.
As the successful candidate you will maintain
records and work with
Manufacturing to bring
in product supporting
lean manufacturing.
You will work with
Materials and develop
strategic purchasing
plans for maintaining
inventory
levels.
Additionally, you will
interview
vendors,
select suppliers and
recommend
cost
improvements.
Candidates Must have
excellent communication. skills, be self-motivated with strong attenlion,
detail.
to
Purchasing with MRP
knowledge is a plus.
Sportable Scoreboards
offers competitive benefits and wages cornmensurate with experience. if you are a
dynamic -outside the
box- thinker, who
thrives in team environment, submit your
resume to: recruiting scoreboardl.com
or Mail to: Human•
Resources, 106 Max
Hurt Drive, Murray KY
42071.
KITCHEN
HELP
WANTED. APPLY IN
PERSON AT JASMINES OR ONLINE
ATCRAVEJASMINE.COM

Read
All About
It'
I

LEDGER &TIMES

a

Home Delivery
Local Mail
(ca.,)
3 mo...---...$341.00
3 mo.
6 ma.
6 mo.....--$.55.1111
1
I yr.

I

Visa

WC

AGC of Western Kentucky
'2201 McCracken Boulevard
Paducah, KY 42001

Builders Exchange of Kentucky
23Q0 Meadow Drive
Louisville, KY 40218

AGC Plan Room
601 North 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071_

Project information may be viewed at McGraw.
Hill Construction Dodge at:
dodge.biddinewmhfi.com,
www.construction.corniprojectcenters .

c*

Always on Time & What You Ordered
1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshirts1 @ murray-ky.net

One Month is $125
Three Months is S110/month
Six Months is $100/month

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

Eyecare Specialties

Residential & Commercial

Or. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
*Eyeglasses
Murray
•Contacts
759-2500
•Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.com

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business'

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
060

mar
.60 am

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Park Desk Clerk Supervisor
Kentucky State Parks
Tourism. Arts and Heritage Cabinet
Lake Barkley State Resort Park located in Cadiz. Kentucky is hinng a Park
Desk Clerk Supervisor. The position will be responsible for supervising and
training front desk personnel in the duties and responsibilities of the
operation of a park front desk. Assigns duties and work schedules of employees. Reviews and checks work of employees. Performs the regular duties of of
front desk personnel such as receiving, confirming or canceling reservations,
operation of cash registers, guest portfolios, telephone
system(s) and other front desk machines. auditing, posting, filing and
typing. Coonndates the front desk functions with park operations. Maintains
public relations with guest and employees. Handles special problems of guests.
The salary range is between $2,006.08 and $2,657.70 per Month.
Candidates must meet the following minimum requirements:
Education: High School Graduate

Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS MUST be obtained at the office of GRW
Engineers Inc., located at 9710 Bunsen Parkway. Louisville, Kentucky 40299.
upon payment of $100.00 for each set. Digital copies of the bidding documents are
available for $25 per CD. after purchase of the printed bidding documents.
Payment is not refundable. Bids from anyone not listed on the Engineer's Plan
Holders List Will not be opened.
Bids shall be accompanied by a bid bond or a certified check in an amount equal to
five percent i5f1 I of the bid to insure the execution of the contract for which the
bid is made. In case the bid is not accepted, the check or bid bond will be returned
to the bidder, but if the bid is accepted and the bidder shall refuse or neglect to
enter into a contract with the City of Murray within ten 110)days after the time
he has been notified of the acceptance of his bid, the said check or bid bond shall
be forfeited to the City of Murray as liquidated damages for the failure to do so.
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of ninety 1901 days after closing time
scheduled for the receipt of hids.
Bidders must comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. the AntiKickback Act, and the Contract Work Hours Standard Act.

Experience: Must have two years experience in the front desk operation of an
accomodation facility
Education: Additional education will substitute for work experience on a year
for year basis.
Applicants and employees in this classification may be required to submit to a
drug screening test and background check.
To apply for this position visit httplicareers.ky.gov and fill out an
application. If extenuating circumstances exist contact the Personnel Cabinet for
further information at 502-564-8030.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F/D

Positive, Upbeat, People Person needed to present,
demonstrate, and represent exciting and innovative
Nissan products for:

The procurement and performance of this contract are subject to the requirements
of the Davis-Bacon Act.

PREMIER
NISSAN

Bidders must comply with the President's Executive Order No. 11246 as amended.
which prohibits discrimination in employment regarding race, creed, color, sex or
national origin.
Successful Bidder shall comply with 41 ('FR 60-4, in regard to affirmative action,
to insure equal opportunity to females and minorities and will apply the time
tables and goal set forth in 40 CFR 60-4.
.
Successful Bidder shall make positive efforts to use small, minority, women owned
and disadvantaged businesses.
Attention of bidders is particularly called to the conditions of employment to be
observed and minimum wage rates to be paid under the contract, Section 3,
Segregated Facility, Section 109 and E.O. 11246 and Title VI. Minority bidders
are encouraged to bid.
Successful Bidder is required to employ the six "Good Faith Effoits" as
listed in EPA's Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program when solicit.
ing subcontractors and suppliers.. Documentation of these efforts will be
a required submittal prior to Contract Award. See Section 00835,Page 31
of the Bid Documents.

This project may be partially or entirely funded by the Kentucky Infrastructure
Revolving Loan Fund.
060

ie, Embroidery &
Screen Printing

060
Help Wanted

in Paris TN
This sales consultant position is lull time, live days a week. Applicants must have
your resumes submitted by 15 Sept 2014 Submit resumes to 300 Hwy 77
Paris. TN 38242. All resumes and interviews are
confidential

Job Requirements

What We Offer

a

I

St. Address
City
Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to.
I
I
a

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wcbpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this websire..
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger_
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
FULL TIME Position
Available. Apply in
person at
Murray Auto Spa.

LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available: Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
returns. Seasonal
employment. We will
train. Call 270-7539204
or if no answer call
.270-437-4531.
0713 Drivers Wanted.
Home
weekends,
Good pay, Good Miles,
Family owned company, 3yrs experience.
Clean MVR. 270-3765250
POSITION opening in
busy Orthopedic Clinic
for PA-C/NP. Excellent
pay and
benefits.
Preferred Orthopedic
experience.
Email
resume
to
ieanettet0hcoltm.corn

GIBSON Truck Lines
LLC in Murray, KY.
Long haul drivers to run
OR & WA, pay avg
$1200 time out 9 days.
Regional drivers pay
avg $1000 time out $
days. Short regional
drivers pay avg $800
time out 3 days. Part
time drivers to run 200
mile radius of Western
KY. All drivers must be
25 years old, have 2
year over the road
experience in the last 5
years, no accidents or
Major moving violations on MVR, and
pass DOT drug screen.
Call 270-767-0191 for
application.

A very progressive pay
Plan with unlimited earning potential
Medical insurance
Generous bonus structure for sound performance

We believe happy sales people sell cars & provide a great customer
experience Our sales & service customer satisfaction ratings are
among the highest in the Memphis District

140
Went to Buy
Will Clean Houses,
Experienced,
References.
270-227-6504

Ask about our

DlwIayad
MMICk116
for all your
advertising

Long running Murray
business for sale
Salon turn key Very
near campus $50,000
OBO 270-703-8507

140
Want to Buy
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235

•

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
150

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 7533633
CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERATORS,
STOVES,
HEATERS, AIR CONDITIONERS.
CARPETING, ETC 270753-4109

G&C
STORAGE
PROPA
119 E. M
(270) 753Cell:(270) 29
9 a.m. - 4 p
J&L RES
MINI-ST()
720 S.4T
Comer 4121 S.
10XlIrs & 1
(270)436PREMI
MINISTOR
climat
storag
.Security al
•Safe & c
•We sell b
'We rent U753-96

RGL stora
640S.
Sun
Multiple
In every unit
lighting,
210481

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 7531713
160
Home Furnishings
BEDROOM SUIT
6pc, Cherry, Solid
Wood,
In
factory
boxes.
$795.00 270-293-4121
Can Deliver
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required.
270-753
4109.

370
ommerc
For
Store/Resta
area Senou
after 2pm
5277
375
Commerical P

GREAT
LOCA
103 No
Info 270-

2,30
Office

Wareho
602 Ma
270-7
380
Pets &
DOG
glendhen
(270)436410

1BR apt in various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TOO 14100-5I5-1833 era 283
77ea ratnnenon t, equal
../
6
cy apsw.runin fArrnufer
and ruriow
(111

AUSTI
Se
All ty.
Ben
270430
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All real esta
U. ,ubtect
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illegal to
ence, lama
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port, Wk.
tus or nah
lion to nu
ewes, kris!
tun
State law,

Factory incentive & purchasing programs
Matching 401K Retirement program
Weekly training & support

Dining Services at Murray State University seeks
food service worker to do commissary production
of salads, sandwiches, and more. Temp position,
with possibility of becoming permanent. Must be
able to work very early hours, be on feet for 8
hours, and have minimum 6 months food service
experience. Sliihr. Please send letter listing
experience, education, and 3 references to:
Hiring Manager
101 Curds Center
Murray KY 42071

A&F VVarehoi
Near MSU $2
753-766E

Appliances

Duplex. 2BR, 1.5BA,
large utility, with W/D,
garage,
$700/mo.
$700/dep. Lynn Grove
270-227-1743

2 years College OR
2 years sales expenence OR
2 years experience in a customer service related field
Basic computer skills
Basic organizational skills

a

Name__

Murray Ledger & Time*
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270)753-1918

Director of Minority Business
Small & Minority Business Div
KY Cabinet for Economic
Development .
Old Capitol Annex
300 West Broadway
Frankfort, KY 40601
Attn: Tim Black

a

Al Other Mail
Sabieriptioas
3 mo.---373.110
6 mo.
296.00
I yr. .....

Money Order

GRW Engineers, Inc.
9710 Bunsen Parkway
Louisville, KY 40299

The City of Murray reserves the right to waive informalities and to reject any and
all bids. Award of the Contract will be made to the lowest, responsive, responsible
Bidder.

MURRAY

$70.50
3 mo..6 me.--$9000
I yr...--$120.00

Office of Civil Rights & Small Business
Development
Melvin Bynes. Director
Department of Transportation
200 Mero Street
Frankfort. KY 40622
•

The contract award will be made in writing to the lowest responsive and responsible bidder.

subscribe to the

Rest of KY/TN
,Pur& Buchatmalp

Sealed Bids for the construction of East Fork Clarks River Parno FitatUin
jproroverrients and Force Main l'Rntrart No 3 ronsistint of the comer ructiorLg
pew 2 500 gallon Der minute Prom) drv weather numn statism which inductee
grrhanirat bar screen manual ilnr_s
,
n.Rn three suhmersihkwaritewater_pirruns
.• i:i : iii :i • :
• Si ... 0 a ii i : :
jinn 300 linear feet of 30 inch ductile iron gravity sewer two concrete diveraion
innenires. and 3 700 linear feet of 16 inch PVC force main together with all related work as specified and shown on the Drawines will be received by the City tif
Murray at the office of the City Hall. 104 North 5th Street Murray KY 42071
until Frirlav_October 3rd.'2014 at 11:00 AM (local time) and then at said office
fowled and publicly read aloud A non-mandatory Pre-Bid meetine will be held at
the Murray Public Works Building 200 Andrus Drive Murray KY 42071 gis
Tuesday September 23 2014 at 10.00 A M (local time)
The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS. consisting of Advertisement for Bids,Instructions
to Bidders, Bid. Bid Bond, Agreement, Notice of Award form, Notice to Proceed
form, Construction Performance Bond, Construction Payment Bond, Sample
Certificate of Insurance form, Application for Payment fgrm, General Conditions,
Supplemental General Conditions, Change Order form, Technical Specifications,
Addenda, and Drawings. may be examined at the following locations:
City of Murray
Minority Economic Development Initiative
P.O. Box 1236
1101A South Main Street ,
104 North 5th Street
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Murray, KY 42071
Attn: Henry Snorton, Director
GRW Engineers. Inc.
801 Corporate Drive
Lexington, KY 40503

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*
Run this ad everyday in the
Murray Ledger & Times!

360
Stowe Rem

Tue. 1p.m.

010
Legal
Notice

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

State

DEADLINES

II.,

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or
stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. •
Fax:(270) 753-1927

020

Cheek

.V1.

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(An 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I
A I Is

Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified/Office Manager

MasterCard

I

38R furnisher
home.
No
References re
$900/month
RE 270-753-981
Very nice 3BR
Appliances an
port.
No
References re
Coleman RE 2'
9898

Articles • •
Foe Sale

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR
units. Rent based on
income.
Mobility impairment
accessible. Phone:
270-492-8721. Mon,
Wed & Fn. TOO 711
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759:4984.
Equal Housing
• Opportunity
TDD 0711
VERY nice 48R, 28A,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

in the sale
ot real esta
addition
under ted
We will
advertisin
is not in .1
persons a
that all di.
available
nity ba,is
For birth,'
Housing
matins, (s.
Rene I' M

440

UTILI
$9,500
270-75
455

25 acr
Road.
641
748-7
160

Washer and dryer
270-753-4109
270
While Homes For Sete
2BR. and Lot
$12,900
270-753-6012

340
Houses For Rent
2 or 3BFI Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent corn
/properties "

Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Nturray 1.edger & Times
320
Apartments For Rem

I

3BR furnished lake
home
No
pets
References required
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
Very nice 3BR home
Appliances and carport
No
pets
References required
Coleman RE 270-7539898

Fn.9a.m.
9arn.
12p.m.
Tue.
ec1.12 p.m.
.12 p.m.

460
Homes FOE Sale

Selling

our

:liotornicie or All''

glad to help.

470

470
Motorcycles & ATV's

lilotorcycles & AlY's

08 S. 12th
Murray

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St &

Call 753-5606

Sunbury Cir.

qi

nmernal Prop.
For Sale

kRGE
ECTION
D-ELKINS

)outh 12th St

Store/Restaurant lake
area. Serious calls only
after 2pm. 270-4365277

753-1713

LIKE
NEW
2006
Bennington Pontoon
Boat 75HP Evanrudd,
22ft long Santa Fe
Blue, in dash depth
finder. antenna. CD
player/radio, docking
lights tilt steering. Low
Mileage.
witrailer,
$11,000
270-227-4037 Toni

Furnishings

270-293-4121
iVer
Top Mattress
w in Plastic.
195.00
5.00
5.00
4121
liver

GREAT RETAIL
LOCATION!
103 North 3rd St

2,3°On/FT
Office/Retail/
Warehouse Space
602 Maple Street
270-753-8964
380
Pets & Supplies
DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858

pt in various
ns
Coleman
state 270-753-

R from $345
R from $375

,. d

7

orrWiln prrn141,

ensphner

x. 2BR, 1.58A.
utility, with W/D,
e,
$700/mo.
dep. Lynn Grove
27-1743

EL Apartments
taking applicas for 1 & 28R
• Rent based on
income.
•ility impairment
essible Phone.
-492-8721. Mon,
d & Fn TDD 711
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

VOW LEASING
& 3bedroom Apts
accept Section
8 vouchers
y at Mur-Cal Apts
2 Northwood Dr
Monday,
dnesday, Fnday
lone 759-4984
qual Housing
Opportunity
TDD * 711

( nice 4BR, 28A,
, remodeled, New
inces & fixtures
ghoul. Coleman
Estate 270-753-

BR Houses
w & Deposit

Ted

53-4109
sent corn
idles "

•

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyman services as well Free estimates. Call Loan at
270-293-0404.

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton. KY
270-705-4859
430
Real Estate

partments

qua?

Greg Mansfield

A-1 Lamb Tree Pro
Lic/Ins 270-753-Tree
(8733)

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Ad Notice

Well Drilling
Well Pump Service
Residential &
Agricultural

All real estate advertised herein
subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad, which makes it
illegal to advertise ally preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion. sex. handicap, familial staChris Tucker
tus or national ongm, or intention to make any such prefer270-293-4406
ences, limitations or discnmmahon
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
LAWN CARE%
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
LAN
We will knowingly accept any
MUL
advertising tor rear estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
AP* estima
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity boos.
•
l 7
9
tt
'i
For further assistance with Fair e
Housing Advertising requirements. contact NAA Counsel D&G Cleaning
Rene P Milam,003)648-10M
30 years experience
Honest & reliable
No job too big or too
nouloal
small
Free estimates
440
270-978-1335
Lots For Sale
is

D.G.

*Power Washing
-Residential
•Comliercia I

UTILITYS in Place
$9.500
270-753-6012

(270)435-4431
Acreale

I

25 acres for sale. Gran
Road; 1.5 miles from
641 intersection. 270748-7708
460
Homes For Sale

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SEIG Reel Property
Professional
293-7872

6 3

7 4 1 5 2 8 9
2 1 4 3 8 9 6 7 5
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7 5 2 8 4 6 1 9 3

27
37

FRAMES
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL
*Licensed & Inswi
Ron Frame
(270) 227 3140
(270) 474-0323
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562, 2270267

530
Services Offered

Cd117,

*Removal
'Stump Grinding

Gallimore

Industrial/Commercial/Residential
James C. Galtimore
ww w GfeLLC NET

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

•Licensed-Insured
40 yrs expenence

GARLAND
RENTAL
"If you've got it we can store if"
For all yriur storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC, Slorage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage- Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

•

'Gutters Cleaned

TRAVIS
ASPHAL
Paving-Sealcoating
Striping
Gravel-Dirt-Sand
TON'S TR NN IS

Good Tools of All kinds')

(270) 489-2839

3 Compartment Kobalt Tool Box,160 Century Welder, Floor

Hill Appliance

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All 'our Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686
WOULD like to sit with
elderly. Was in healthcare 15yrs.
270-873-7858

270-753-2905

'Yard Worir

Gary 270-227-0420

*Insured

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

•Handyman Services

*tome Repairs

2004 Shadow Motorcycle, Cider Press Old Scales, and More

Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194

*Asphalt Installatm
•Staal coaling & string

*Firewood

Repair

(270) 759-0890

1270)293-8480

Garage and Yard Sale Directory
GARAGE SALE

HUGE YARD SALE

3195 State Rt 121 S

Old City Park

Corner of Lynnwood
& 121 South

• v.
Ttcial pickups
• locally ov( ned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
All

•S arlaiIed

Personal Cleaner
Houses, Offices, ed.
free estiments, references
available,
dependable 270-97E3-7688

Ix!
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $75.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-1910.

All our line ads
are placed
online for
FREE!
From pets to
used cars
Check the
CLASSIFIEDS
for all your
needs!
753-1916
The
first
place
to
start...

LnaRsITIME1
753-1916

Wrought iron table &
chairs sex/ glass top.
pressure washer.
leaf blower, kids
bicycles. too much
to mention.

overalls, UK posters, coats, dishes,
nice comforters, playpen, sleeping bag,
tricylce, coolers.
•

YARD SALE

3580 Clinton Rd

Robertson Rd S

Lone Oak Paducah

(Next to Westside
Church)

Fri & Sat
8am-?
Antique furniture.
dolls, cast iron.
primitives. canopy
bed. Jadeite dishes.
lamps. accessories,
and much more

Fri & Sat
7am-1pm

430
Public Auction

filk../BSCOIL.1LIFICIE 4AL1LICTIO30114
Saturday,September 13th At 10:00 A.M.
The Jameson Family- 2314 Olive Creek Road

Marshall County Kentucky
Along Hwy 68 Near Fairdeallng Take Hwy 1364 "Olive Creek Road"
South 2.3 Miles Or 3.5 Miles North Of Hwy 402.
The Olive - Fair-dealing Community

Tract 1 - 7.48 Acres • Tract 2- 11.60 Acres With Cattle Working Facility
Tract 3-1.52 Acres • A Pleasing Country Home With A Basement.
Central Air And Gas Heat • Paved Drive • Shade Trees
Nice Large Garage Shop Building • Open Tool Shed Building
Tract 4 - 10.81 Acres • Tract 5 - 19.02 Acres Pasture Plus Good Timber
Selling With A New Certified Survey!!
Auction Held On The Property At The Homeplace
Vises las ureisassr.cae iota -coerws Wow- ICK•setra IIs1 I
Ur. Down Day Of Auction, Balance In 30 Days - No Buyers Premium!

-JOIrk MIIE.S. IFS - CASMI
74i£ AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466

THE SELLING MACHINE

#

ARE c.-4

NE

Toys, clothes from
baby to adult.
electronics, beds.
something for all

430
Public Auction

www.chavisauctions.com

Faitireislisirscl - 1Pastesire - Woods
Wonderful Homesite Setting Possibilities

Mississippi Mud. colored glassware,
shoes holder, shoes, towels, bib

ESTATE SALE

C H AV IS
REAL ESTATE 8 AUCTION
•
t. 304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY 42071
= Office: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Celt: 270-705-4479
Tommy Chavis• Broker/Auctioneer

Arkicar-ems

270-293-4256
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Jacks. Fisher Anvil, England Anvil, Air Compressors, Sand
Blaster, Chains, Chain Saws, Lots of Hand Tools, Screw Jacks,
Stop Light, Snap On, 42 in Heat Buster Shop Fan, Power Lift
Parts Washer, Automotive analyzer Cobra GT, 5 Gallon Glass
Water Jugs (3). Milwaukee Jack, Milwaukee Heavy Duty 3/4 Drill,
Milwaukee Tools, Vise, 5 Speed King Drill Press, 10Ton Lentral
Hydraulicts Port a Power, woods 6 ft mower, Alum Simplex Jack A
17, Bolt Cutters, Wood Boxes, H Disc, Plow, 2 Copper Fire
Extinguishers, Stanley fan, 30 Ton L P 100 Press, Hammers,
Hatchets, Tobacco Knivers, String Holders, Brass Knobs, Washer
& Dryer, 2 Man Saws, Radial Arm Saw, Floor Creeper, Kobalt
Tools, Porta Cable, and Much More.

ill 4113"...4011...WIP
Sri
Tract
And Sri Cainstelmintionss

Friday

Sat 7am-2pm

3190 Wisewell Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
We will have up tents and a shed if it rains. Across from
Southwest School.

•Trimming

Electrical Contractors, LLC

money no of
Ae«ort!ocal"

Saturday, September 6th • 10:00 AM

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

Public Sale

way Gardens
sex Downs

/111,Nrif. Li WI

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

ww.hiffelectric.com

410

70-751-8556
Duiguid Drise
'ii5-1S-Ift.13 err 283

270-436-5959

(270)759-0501

Info 270-753-8964

nts For Rent
2br apts nea
wn
Murray
and deposit
d
270-753-

'Insured 'Sr Discount
"Free Est/mates
'4fem/7er OfAngles List

530
Services Offered

[calProp. For Rent

•M SUIT
herry, Solid
In
factory

Drywall, Painting.
Plumbing. Flooring, Decks

Great Hometown Service

Niuftipis adzes, lighting
In every unit, security
lighting. newly
remodeled.
270-7111-7557

tPPLIANCES

-Home Improvements
-Bath if Kitchen

4
C

pliances

58
23

htficults Lesel ***

KENT)JCKY1A1E
REMODELING COM

Starting at 520
mounted

759-2500

Answer to previous puzzle

69
65

Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it Is our house!

USED TIRES

ecare.com

All Size Units I I I
24/7 Surveillance •Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
012 Whitnell Ave.

270-293-1924

Harley Davidson 3Wheel
Trike,
Blue/Silver, $34,200
Corner of 121 S. & Glendale. Miles, $29000 270
753-9507
IOXIO's & 10x15s
1975 Honda C8750-4
(270) 436-2524
28,xxx miles
,
$2500
PREMIER
270-753-7271
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
480
storage
Auto Parts
'Security alarmed
•Sale & clean
•We sell boxes!
'We rent U•Hauls
14, 15, 16 inch
753-9600

Ities

1
7

MINI
STORAGE

Replacement and kcp,or

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.

rray

1.1 Dine Grern

00FING

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

ing
rderecl

Concepts Sudoku

ivisti
Nts\,
McCUISTON

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Sucioku is a number-peong puzzle based on s 9s9 gnd won
several given numbers The ebrect a to piecetie v.rnbers 1 lo
9 in the empty squares so that tech rem each column and each
3x3 box °mums Ins same number oriy once The deka"level
or the Concept's Sudoku nemeses Iran 7•40nCillY
SoncleY

SUDOKU

, 753-3853

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

927

ices Mond

ON BEA

Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916

Thursday,September 4, 2014 • 7

530

Call us, we'll be

29R. 113ath , Large
Family Room with
fireplace.
New 30x30 Pol Bam
3Acres. 2miles out of
town. 270-226-9388 or
270-753-7472

360
Storage Rentals

ur

530
Services Oilman

-

._,

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ADULT

800-982-4176.

Make a Connection.
Real People, Flirty Chit.
Meet singles right now!
Call Livelinks Try it
FREE Call now 1-888979-2264

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

AUTOMOBILES

430
Public Auction

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, September 20th 2014 @ 10:00 AM
Location: 3038 Radio Rd., Almo, KY 42020

A 3 BEDROOM 3.5 BATH HOME & 40'x60'
METAL WORKSHOP ON 3.89 ACRES!
•

FOR SALE. 2000
Mitsubishi Eclipse GT.
front-wheel dnve,
164,000 miles. minor
body damage Asking
$2,500 Call 859-4477041
EDUCATIONAL TRAINING
AIRLINES CAREERS Get FAA certified
Aviation Mainttnance
training. Financial aid if
qualified 'Job placement assistance. CALL
now. Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072053.

..

HEALTH SERVICES

i.
.11

-. __:....__
From Mun iy: . •
N. Titer T.
.
1824/Radio Rd. Anti PrIxseed

3.3 Wes To .11ticton Site.
Signs Posted,
"GREAT LOCATION ONLY 5 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY,KY!SHORT
DRIVE TO MURRAY, BENTON & AURORA!FENCED FOR HORSES!
REAL ESTATE: A 2 Story, 3.100 •,•'• Sq. Ft. Home Featuring 3 Bedrooms, 3

P.,' •- ' • • .
; 13oom. Fprinai Dining Room, Spacious Kitchen w!Pantry
f- amp, P. is si .• Misose Stune Gas Log Fireplace, Vaulted Coffered Ceiling.
Hardwood & Laminate Figoring, 2 Car Attached Garage. 2 Decks, Metal Roof.
Paved Driveway & A 40'x60' Metal Workshop Wi`Concrete Floor, Electric & Leanto: All Situated On 3.89 Acres Fenced For Horses!
REAL ESTATE OFFERED AT 10:00 AM! AUCTION HELD ON sili!
Co-Broker: SBG Real Property Professionals, Ryan Stanger, Agent

VISIT HARRISALIcTIONS.COm FOR MORE PHOTOS!
AUCTION TERMS: IT. - Dow,Dor Of Sole Wrth Bikere Our In 30 Days 810'i, Bow's human, MI Be
:Med lo I mai Bit- Ape inrludert In Thi• I notind Pore ?kb Your tnspertions Poor loDme 015cie. Buyer WA Ba
6,1prnr1 In Si , A i NA Boar) Pre* Bawer

,, „., a,-;: :,-,. ‘.",:,:.; ',. ,.: :',"„e„ .„-:_,
111Itis:
I
RE% EsTiTi, & ii ITION 414.'1 S I:
It

MICIIALL HARRIS. IllrokerAtsciionesr • Tr *4357
Id MOTH HARRIS Rinkerfametioniscs • 71 103674
PEN IHRINC4 R. 140,41Minve A4Klerneft

270-247-3253"
"
"

harr"an

„..

.

3855 St RI 45 kuin • Mnrield KV 4.iti
MR Oil en Rd • itctounssite KY 4224
S.,'u,ni

800-380-4318

ATTENTION: VIAGRA
and CIALIS Users! A
cheaper alternative to
high drugstore pinces!
50 Pill Special $99
FREE Shipping! 100
Percent Guaranteed,
Call Now 1-800-4902790.
HEALTH/FITNESS
"PSORIASIS". high cholesterol, blood pressure.
overweight. dry/itchy
skin Call with name.
phone number, email for
video for your own use
or become distributor. 1859-404-8451
SERVICES
DISH TV RETAILER
Starting at $19 99/monin
(for 12 mos )& High
Speed Internet starting
at $14.95/ month (where
available) SAVE! Ask
About SAME DAY
Installation! Call Now! 1-

16 DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED! Learn to drive
for Werner Enterpnses!
Earn $750 per week!
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED! Local CDL
Training gets you lob
ready in ASAP! 1-877243-1812
APPLY NOW! COL
Drivers in High Demand!
Get you CDL Training in
16 days at Truck
Amenca Training and go
to work! State WIA
Grants and VA
Accepted Tuition
Financing Available 1st
yr. avg. $38 - $40.000
per ATA (502)955-6388
or (866)244-3644
AVERITT EXPRESS
New Pay Increase For
Regional Drivers! 40 to
46 CPM + Fuel Bonus!
Also. Post-Training Pay
Increase for Students!
(Depending on Domicile)
Get liorne EVERY
Week + Excellent
Benefits CDL-A req.
888-602-7440 Apply 48
AventtCareers.corn
Equal Opportunity
Employer - Females,
minorities, protected veterans, and individuals
with disabilities are
encouraged to apply.
BIG G EXPRESS NEW LOCATION in
Jeffersonville. IN. Big G
is looking to add 20 drivers in Jeffersonville
•Startong pay up to $.40
cpm for OTR 'Extra pay
for dispatches under
300 miles .Direct
deposit
•EZPass/PrePass
•APU's with 1800 watt
inverters & much more
Go online at
www,b199express corn
or call 1-800-684-9140
chit 2

DEDICATED RUNS for
Company Dnver and
Owner Operator
Positions at PAM,
Corbin, KY to Fenton,
MO route and
Morehead, KY to Toledo,
OH route. Ideal candidate will live in route. On
board nay, benefits. Call
888-612-3085 or
pamiobs.com
DEDICATED Runs for
Company Dnver and
Owner Operator
Positions at PAM.
Morehead. KY to Toledo,
OH route. Ideal candidate will live in route. On
board nay., benefits. Call
888-612-3085 or
pamjobs.com
DRIVERS: Need COL A
or B Drivers to relocate
vehicles from area body
plants to various locations throughout U.S. No forced dispatch: 1800-501-3783 or
viww.mamotransportation.com under Careers
DRIVERS SHORT
HAUL & regional tractor/trailer jobs: start now!
Top pay! Paid holidays,
paid vacations. guaranteed hometime, great
benefits, Class A COL.
877/261-2101.
wank schilli.com
HOME WEEKENDS'
$1.000 sign on bonus
Regional flatbed No
tarp freight Excellent
pay and benefits
Cwner/Ops welcome,
Call 800-554-5661, ext
331.
www.thdransport lobs
OUR CDL-A DRIVERS
are home Often l Dry
vans/reefer No-touch
freight Pro-Dnver ProFamily Passenger and
pet friendly Referral
bonus Summitt Trucking
866-333-C333
www summrtt corn

Murray Ledger & Times
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Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

nant Start your weekend with a
clean slate Your popularity
soars Tonight The matter of
who, where and when remains
unknown
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You just might want to
relax at home. Make that OK,as
everyone needs a day off from
time to time. Venus moves into
your sign, which adds an alluring element to your day. You
could feel awkward in a normally easy situation. Tonight: Know
when to call it a night.
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
**** Take care of what
absolutely must be done.
Fatigue marks your day, which
could leave you wondering
whether you need to cancel
tonight's plans. The answer will
come forward in the early
evening. Nothing is going to
of
Kind
The Stars Show the
stop you. Tonight: Go for what
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; you want.
4-Positive; 31Average; 2-So-so: SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
1-Difficult
**** Say what you really
think, and don't sell out or
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
change topics. Communication
****Assume your natural will remain active, but you might
role as leader of the gang in not want to say "yes" to everyyour immediate circle. A conver- one. Let your plans form by
sation will open up a door. The allowing your heart to make the
tone you use, as well as your final choice. Tonight: Consider
expressions, will tell the whole making this an early night.
HAWKINS TEAGUE /Ledger & Times
story. Be aware of a partner's SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Park.
the
'' which starts Friday at Playhouse in
Glorie,
e
&
in
"Grac
star
needs. Don't lose your focus. 21)
nds
er-Edmo
Gardn
Marci
and
Vicki Morton, left,
Tonight: Where your friends are. **** Be sensitive to an ongoTAURUS (April 20-May 20)
ing financial matter that could
***** You might be looking rear its ugly head today. Selfpast the obvious in order to gain discipline will go a long way if
a better perspective of what is you choose to use it. Your cavagoing on. You could be missing lier attitude might cause you
the local hospice workof
some
for
tickets
and
al
an important detail as a result. more trouble than you realize.
Hospit
County
way
Murray-Callo
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
You are still in need of more Tonight: Flirt the night away,
ers and for some of the nurses whose job it
a "talk-back" session
lead
will
e,
hospic
Staff Writer
ment. A loved one will especially with the right person.
the
and
detach
elderly
the
of
care
diatake
nity
to
is
commu
spark
with audiences to
layhouse in the Park invites the pubyou. Let your feelings CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
delight
mean
really
infirmed, and this show should
logue and awareness of caregiving issues
: Be naughty and ***** Be spontaneous and
Tonight
lic to enjoy a heartwarming story of
out.
something to them," Jones said. He added,
and challenges. Lambert will facilitate the
nice.
a friendship crossing generational
natural, and you can't go wrong.
with support from MCCH
may sound like a downer, with
sion
show
20)
discus
"The
ne
21-Ju
(May
I
GEMIN
You understand boundaries
lines.
Hospice Coordinator Sherri Boyd and Lis
***** Complete what must well. Do not allow yourself to
someone coming to help someone pass
"Grace & Glorie," written by Tom
be done in order to relax and get continue with self-imposed limiJones, a hospice nurse.
from from this life, but it really is both
Ziegler, will start Friday and will run for
Access
Arts
an
of
weekend mode; otherwise, tations. The time has come to
pan
is
into
sion
Not
discus
not.
The
or
it
touching and funny. believe
two weekends. Set in the Blue Ridge
be fussy and demand- break free. Discipline a tendenthe
to
d
could
you
awarde
y
Grant, which was recentl
only will hospice workers and health care
Mountains, the play tells the story of
to detach and let go cy to go to excess. Tonight: The
Learn
ing.
for.
ment
Endow
County
way
-Callo
Murray
s enjoy the show, but I really think
Grace. a feisty 90-year-old cancer patient,
worker
aggravation. Use party could go on and on.
day's
the
of
writer
g
Health Care and award-winnin
ody."
e, and you will AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
everyb
sciplin
and her volunteer hospice caretaker.
for
self-di
show
a
it's
your
Constance Alexander by the Kentucky Arts
with the outcome. *** Use the daylight hours to
Mae
Anna
happy
the
of
be
Glorie, according to samuelfrench.com.
uction
constr
the
"With
l. The grant will support a year-long
Tonight: Take off ASAP.
recuperate from recent events
Grace has checked herself out of the hospi- Counci
Owen Residential Hospice House next
hands-on experiences in the arts,
of
series
alone,
die
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
to
e
cottag
and situations, as you have
tal and returned to her
comthe
bring
to
right
is
year, the timing
Your popularity will soar been going full-throttle for quite
well as arts-related programming for
as
****
has
who
MBA
d
Harvar
a
is
Glorie
and
munity together for positive dialogue about
because of your flexibility. Many some time. A partner entices
individuals 65 and older and caregivers of
moved to the rural area from New York.
life,"
of
end
the
at
vers
from
caregi
release
and
s
press
a
people are likely to seek you out you to follow his or her lead.
to
patient
ing
all ages, accord
The two are very different but come to
develof
use
nt
both your personal and pro- Tonight: Be open to walking
in
Playho
preside
the
e
vice
,
includ
Travis
will
Keith
This
said
der.
Alexan
form a strong bond. Director Rusty Jones
al lives. What is clear is through a new door or two.
fession
and
press
s
the
in
Duffer
Old
,
ment,
senior citizens troupe
opment for the endow
said it is a "lovely" show.
trust your judgment. PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
people
that
Powder Puffers, performing at locations'
release. "The Arts Access Grant provides
with your choice of ****- Focus on friends, and
gentle
"It's not nearly as sad as it sounds,"
Be
citisenior
such as assisted living facilities,
many opportunities to explore the issues
words. Tonight: Respond appro- facilitate a situation that could
Jones said. "It's actually quite funny and
and church and civic meets,
arts."
center
the
of
zens
lens
mic
s
lesson
panora
learn
the
h
priately.
both'
throug
bring you a lot of happiness. You
They
ng.
quite uplifti
ings.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
might find the Friday nature of
mances will be Sept. 5-7 and Sept.
Perfor
from each other and grow together."
ize the moment, the day promotes a fun, late
will also fund distribution of
Emphas
grant
***
The
be
will
and
shows
ay
Morton
Saturd
Vicki
and
by
Friday
12-14.
Grace is played
and know what must be accom- lunch. Listen to what various
blocks of tickets to "Grace & Glorie" to
Glorie is played by Marci Gardnerat 7 p.m. and Sunday matinees will be at
tassocia
plished. The need to carry out a friends would like to share.
groups
and
uals
ensure that individ
Edmonds. .
2:30 p.m. For tickets, visit www.playhouof pending errands will Tonight: Make it OK to vanish.
lot
attend.
can
vers
caregi
and
e
hospic
with
ed
9-1752.
After the Sunday matinees on Sept. 7 and
270-75
call
or
t
e more and more domipark.ne
becom
seinthe
free
some
offer
"The grant will help us
Sept. 14. Kerry Lambert,chaplain for
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Friday,Sept. 5,2014:
This year you will experience a
new beginning in your life that
is likely to occur in late summer. If you are single, use caution when meeting new people,
especially if you are interested
in them romantically. The issue
that surrounds your love life is a
tendency to choose emotionally
unavailable suitors. Be a realist
with love, and everything will
work out. If you are attached,
you will develop a deeper and
closer bond between you. Know
that this is a very powerful year
for you as a couple. AQUARIUS often shakes up the status

'Grace & Glorie'to open at Playhouse
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Last week,Davis showed his explosive ability
by scoring four times for the Racers.
Davis grabb*d four receptions for 60 yards
and three TDs,and he also returned
a punt 62 yards for the score.

Murray State
Player of the Week

as its

jR. • WR

JANAWSKI
DAVIS

proudly recognizes

turray'Ledger & Tim

Mr

6:10 p.m.
Giants0Lions

7:30 p.m.
Colt80Broncos

P.Pardhasl
C
ALL
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Thursdays Gamin
Pittsburgh at Chicago Cubs, 220 p.m.
Philadelphia at Washington, 7 05 p.m.
San Francisco at Detroit, 7.08 p.m.
Atlanta at Miami, 7 10 p.m.
NY Mats at Cincinnati, 7 10 p.m.
St Louis at Milwaukee, 8 10 p.m.
San Diego at Colorado, 840 p.m.
Arizona at L A Dodgers, 10- 10 p.m..

Cover art featuring Murray High quarterback Deslahvonnl Miles
was taken at practice by Austin Ramsey / Ledger & limes.

Wednesday's Games
Atlanta 7, Philadelphia 4
St Louis 1, Pittsburgh 0
Colorado 9, San Francisco 2
Washington 8, L A Dodgers 5, 14 innings
Baltimore 6, Cincinnati 0
N V Mets 4, Miami 3
Chicago Cubs 8, Milwaukee 2
Arizona 6. San Diego 1

Insurance

State Auto

Thursdays Games
Cincinnati (Leaks 10-11) at Baltimore (Tatman 11-5), 7-05 p.m
St Louis(Wacha 5-5) at Milwaukee
(W Parana 15-9), 8'10 p.m
Anzona (Delgado 2-3) at San Diego
(Kennedy 10-11), 910 p.m.

211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415

Ati_11 Glance
National Lasigu•
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Washington
79 59.572
Atlanta
73 87.521
7
Miami
67 71.486
12
66 74.471
14
New York
Philadelphia
64 75.460 151
/
2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
St. Louis
76 133.547
73 86.525
Milwaukee
3
Pittsburgh
71 68.511
5
Cincinnati
66 73.475
10
Chicago
64 78.457 12/
1
2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
78 62.557
Los Angeles
San Francisco
76 64.543
2
11
San Diego
66 72.478
Arizona
58 81.417
Colorado
56 84.400
22

Van Have,st

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!

Haverstock Insurance Agency
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO Ot,estnut St • Fsiurra

(Old gam!!Nissan Building)
KY • 270-753-2571

Call 270-2934347 for more info.

See them at 800 Chestnut Street
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Franklin-Simpson, Hodge and the
Tigers see an across-the-board fundamentally sound Graves team on tape.
and Murray is hoping they are faster
than their opponent at multiple positions to take advantage of mismatches.
As quarterback Des'jahvonni Miles
continues to make strides in the offense, however, Hodge and the offense can look forward to shifting to
more of a balanced attack - something
that may'prove beneficial on Friday
night.
Miles finished 6-for-6 with 108
yards and two scores last Friday night
against Calloway County - a 38yarder to senior up-and -corner
Keshtm Love and a 23-y arder to wideout Pey ton Glynn - while tacking on
six carries.90-plus yards and a touchdown on the ground in the 37-0 rout.
Calloway County transfer Isaiah
'Fucker also went ham against his former team - carrying the hall four
times for ti-1 v arils and a 'penaltv -

AMM101115

Ganisday

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times

erased 55-yarder for six points - and
Hodge said he wants to be able to get
Tucker and Glynn the ball more as the
season continues.
"They are all stepping up and playing hard, and so with more weapons
we can use, hopefully the harder we
will be to defend," he said. "We just
have to play smart and not get too
complicated."'
Murray will need to win the battle at
the line of scrimmage. particularly defensively, in otder to gain a leg up on
Graves - something they' did not do
last season when they' tell early in the
year 31-28 at home -and a lot of that
will come down to the collective play
from Tre Hornbuckle, Eli Sholar, CT'
Dickerson and Dante Darcus.
To avoid the same ending as 2013.
the Tigers will look to shore up on •'
fumbles, lock down in the redziine
and keep drives sustaining.
Execute these three things. and
Hodge believes Murra> has a great
chance to %%in this week.

4

down pass in last Friday's Crosstown Classic.
Peyton Glynn celebrates after catching a 23-yard touch
ball to Glynn more this season.
Head coach Keith Hodge said he will try to get the

Joey Marshall. also electrified last
weekend - returning a punt for a
touchdown and breaking a 33-yard
scamper for six.
Head coach Keith Hodge knows it
will be important to clog the lanes and
tackle well against Graves County in
order to force difficult passing downs,
but the Murray skipper said the emphasis isn't to attack the Eagles behind the line of scrimmage until
absolutely necessary.
"Both (Crider and Marshall) are
very g(x)d backs that don't go down
easy. so I think we have to play them
the same way," he said. "We have to
tackle well and make them throw the
ball. 1 don't think the key' is really getting penetration because their backs
will just make us miss. We have to
stay at the line and tackle ‘N. ell. then
penetrate on passing doss us. If we
don't tackle well, it will be a long
night and I'm not sure thev feel the
same vv ay
Ev en in their opening loss to

Tigers know they must stop
Crider, Marshall to have chance
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
Stopping the run is something the
Murray Tigers (2-0) pride themselves
on year in and year out.
Friday night may prove to be their
toughest test yet, when they head to
Mayfield to face Cody Crider and the
Graves County Eagles (0-1) in what
should be another exciting game between the. two border rivals.
In 2013. Crider finished with 2085
yards and 26 touchdowns on the
ground - averaging a buck-60 and two
scores per contest - and the highly-regarded Region 1 senior has shown no
signs of slowing down.
Last weekend in a close 28-26 loss
to Franklin-Simpson. Crider averaged
10 yards per carry and finished with
171 yards and a touchdown against
the Wildcats.
As if the senior running back wasn't
enough for the Tigers to worry about.
('rider's buddy in the backtield. sennir
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They're either

the BEST TEAM

or the second-best team in
the ACC if they stay healthy!'
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- Murray State football head coach Chris Hatc
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It's going to be an entirely different style of football game when the
Racers travel to Louisville on Saturday for a6 p.m. game.
Head coach Chris Hatcher hopes
the newcomers to his team can settle down this time around and play
with more level heads.
"A lot of our young players had
big eyes in the (Union) kune and
didn't play particularly well," he
said. "That's a big cause for concern because we're headed into a
bigger venue this week."
A bigger venue is a slight understatement. In the Racers home
opener, the attendance was just
more than 5,000.
Meanwhile, the Cardinals' stadium was packed to its 55,000+ capacity.
Aside from a bigger stadium, the
Louisville team itself is bigger than
Murray State's.
The Racers have 63 scholarship
positions, while the Cardinals have
85.
That already puts the Racers at a
disadvantage on the depth chart.
And when the second and third
rotations of the Louisville lineman
are just as big as the first string.
keeping up the energy level only
gets more difficult.
Being an underdog doesn't
change how the coaches prepare,
though.
"We're preparing to -go up there
and put the best gameplan in that
puts our players in the best position
to be successful, like we do every
week," Hatcher said."We're going
to go up there and try to win the
game. That's the goal."
He's not afraid to admit it's going

By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer

to be a tough game. After watching
the Louisville. defense pick apart
Miami in a Monday night game.
Hatcher said Louisville was a toptier team in its conference.
"They're being coached, in my
mind, by one of the best coaches
there is in college football, bar
none," Hatcher said."You can say
what you want to say, he's one of
the best, there's no question about
it. If you watched the same game
that I watched last night, I'll make
the call right now that they'll have
a chance to play for the ACC title.
They're either the best team or the
second-best team in the ACC if they
stay healthy."
A major hindrance for the Racers,
Hatcher said,is not Louisville's talent,but Murray States,own inexperience in certain positions.
He said while his players have
plenty of talent, it takes experience
to win Matchups like the one on
Saturday.
Hatcher hopes his rookies will
show improvement after their game
against Union.
"I'm sure they'll be better this
week because it was their first college football game (last week),and
that's a big deal," he said. "It's a
huge jump between high school and
college, and it's a huge jump from
our level to when you go play a
team in the upper echelon of the
FBS."
The key for the Racers will be
containing the Cardinals early,
Hatcher said.
If they can limit the big plays and
force a few turnovers, Murray State
will have a shot at an upset.
But before focusing on their opponent too much. the Racers must
first look at themselves.
Consistency is at the top of

Hatcher's wish list, but it's some- well and tell the players how to deal
thing the team struggled with a • with it the next time around.
week ago.
At the and of the day, win or lose,
"We need to be more consistent Hatcher said he wants the Racers to
in everything we do," he said. "I come out a.better team.
thought we lost focus several times
For now,though, he's happy with
in the game:especially during spe- where they are..
cial teams. Defensively, we gave up
"We've got to go up there and
four big plays. We had four break- play the very,best that we can play
downs that gave up three scores."
and become a better football team
Still, it was a good teaching tool on Saturday than we were last
for Hatcher.
Thursday against Union".he said.
He said he could point to a situa- "We're 1-0, and that's as good as
tion the Racers didn't handle very we can be right novv.-

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
Murray State's Marcus Holliday (6) runs through a defender as
he carries the ball during the win against Union last week.
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, Fail Mary.
OK,we got that out of the way.
Well, not really, because one of the
major focal points of the 2014 season
opener between the Super Bowl champion Seahawks and the Packers is what
happened the last time Green Bay was
in Seattle.
•
For those who don't remember — and
for all those Packers fans who have
blocked it from their minds — the Seahawks prevailed 14-12 on Russell Wilson's desperation pass that Golden Tate
stole away from Green Bay's secondary
on the final play.
Two days later, the NFL reached a
new contract with its officials, and the
replacements were,uh. sent packing.
"Now,we'll all have our own debate
about that whenever the time comes
when we're retired and gone." Seahawks
coach Pete Carroll said. "That referee
was standing right there, looking right
there — right down at it — and he didn't miss what he saw. He just saw it the
way that Golden Tate made the catch.
So I know that he wasn't confused."
As for this spicy matchup Thursday
night to kick off the schedule, both
teams are favored to win their divisions
and push each other for the NFC title.
Aaron Rodgers testing Seattle's superb
secondary is intriguing. So is Marshawn
Lynch running against what Green Bay
sure hopes is a more stingy defense.
"I can promise you that the only time
that topic will be brought up is when
I'm in here." coach Mike McCarthy told
reporters. "We're past it."
The champion Seahawks:No. 1 in the
AP Pn.32, are 5 1/2-point favorites over
No.4 Green Bay.

By BARRY WILNER
AP Pro Football Writer

Packers,
Seahawks
provide
spicy start
to season
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Racers will play higher level offootball in Louisville
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Good Luck RaceiS>Tigers & Lakers!

In this Sept. 24, 2012, file photo, an official, rear center, signals for a touchdown by Seattle Seahawks wide receiver Golden Tate, obscured, as another official, at right, signals a touchback,
on the controversial last play of an NFL football game against the Green Bay Packers in Seattle.
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Multiple
choice
Lakers, Tigers
will duel option
offenses in Cadiz
The Crosstown Classic now firmly behind
them, head coach Brad Lawson and the Calloway County Lakers have zero reason to panic
or scrap the playback. •
Instead,Lawson and his young men have
spent this week's practice focusing on accountability, mental toughness and consistency in
prepivatien for Friday night.
It is there the Laker!(0-1) will be looking for
their first win of the season, when they face off
against thp Hopkinsville Tigers(1-1)at 5:30 p.m.
in the Kentucky Machine and Engineering David
Sadler Bowl at Trigg County.
Much like Calloway County's offense, the
Tigers run an efficient option behind quarterback
Tyler Graham.The junior signal-caller has a
bevy of weapons around him,but two games into
2014 show he is looking to receivers like Rakeem Chambers (six catches, 117 yards,one
touchdown)and Keandre Ellis(nine catches, 115
yards,one touchdown)to get the ball down the
field'ins hurry.
Graham has kept the ball himself so far this
season, going for 58 yards and a touchdown on
1 8 carries, but has passed the rock to junior Vincent Brown and senior Zach Atkins out of the
backfield, who have combined for 150 yards
rushing to open the year.
"They like to mix it up,and they do a good job
of doing that," Lawson noted."We have to do a
good job defending the option, and again,that
goes back to being accountable."
Looking at his own option offense behind junior quarterback Cole Stetson, senior running
back Tristan Holland and multiple wideouts,
Lawson said Hopkinsville's 3-4 look won't force
his squad to change their gameplan.
If anything, Lawson is hoping for better pass
protection and quicker decision making out of
his second-year quarterback, as Stetson was
sacked nine times and had as many completions

Thursday, September 4, 2014
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on a promising start to the season after rushing for 77 yards on 25 carries last week
against Murray. The punishing back rumbled
for positive yardage all night in the
Crosstown Classic — losing only 13 yards on
his carries — and could find more space
against Hopkinsville if their defensive line
wears thin.
Calloway's offensive line will look to
replicate the effort they had in the first half
against Murray and sustain it through four
quarters against Hopkinsville.
"It just comes back to being consistent.
and making sure they are using the fundamentals and the schemes they have been
taught," Lawson said."We have to finish
blocks and look for people to block, not
watch the running back run."
If the Lakers can defend the option,remain disciplined and continue to execute the
gameplan throughout the game,Lawson believes the Lakers have a great chance to
come away with a big win Friday night.

Cole Stetson of Calloway County High School looks downfield for a pass in the Crosstown
Classic last Friday against the Murray High Tigers.
as interceptions(two)against Murray last
week.
Stetson will again be without his top wideout in senior Thad McPherson, who Lawson
said has improved greatly since last week,
but is still battling a knee injury he sustained
against Graves County in the pre-season. In
his stead, Stetson will have to look to skill
players like Trace Weatherly,Josh Jones,
Jeremiah Malone and Tyler Paschall to pick
up the slack.
Much like last week's Tigers,this week's
Tigers will prove how far Lawson and the
Lakers have come since the head coach's arrival in 2012.
"We have great attitudes this week," Lawson said."We have to tackle better, block
better and do our job on every play. Hoptown is a tradition-rich school,and it will be
a very good measuring stick, again, for our
team."
Stetson could have some help this Friday,
as senior Tristan Holland will look to build

Welker
among
latest
to receive
penalty
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eight, if you have seven, I've always believed one is too many,"49ers general manager Trent Baalke said. "We're continuing
to work to try to figum out what we can do
better. Better as an organization, better as
individuals, whether you're a player,
whether you're a coach, whether you're in
the administrative side."
Ravens standout Ray Rice is suspended
for two games for a domestic abuse issue,a
penalty that Goodell later referenced as not
being strong enough.Baltimore opens with
defending AFC North champion Cincinnati,and Rice's backup,Bernard Pierce. was
hobbled in the preseason.
Two players are suspended indefinitely:
Jaguars WR Justin Blackmon and Redskins
safety Ilinard Jackson. Neither's loss should
be too significant.
One other player gone for the season,Ari-

JACK DEMPSEY / AP photo

zona linebacker Daryl Washington,is a significant one for the Cardinals, who previously lost Karlos Dansby in free agency.
They also had top defensive lineman Darnell Dockett tear up his right knee and is
done for 2014.
Other familiar names whose suspensions
likely will hurt their teams are Patriots CB
Brandon Browner (four games), Eagles
tackle Lane Johnson (four), Cowboys DB
Offend° Scandrick (four), and Redskins
safety Brandon Meriweather(two).
"I think you have to get creative with what
you de, and roll some different guys in
there, maybe change some personnel
groupings and get some different
matchups," Cleveland's Pettine said,speaking directly about Gordon's absence, but
representative of how Many teams must
react."That's the challenge that we face."

From left are 2014,file photos showing NFL football players Aldon Smith,
Josh Gordon and Robert Mathis.

AP photo / file

In this Aug. 23, 2014,file photo, Denver Broncos wide receiver Wes Welker(83)stretches prior to an NFL preseason
football game against the Houston Texans In Denver. The Broncos will be without Welker for the first tour games of
the season after the NFL said the receiver violated the league's performance-enhancing drug policy.

By BARRY WELNER
with a rookie,Brandon McManus.
AP Pro Football Writer
Prater has been in the NFL's drug program, which includes alcohol,since a DUI
NEW YORK (AP) — Was Welker. arrest in 2011.He said he realized one more
Robert Mathis.Aldon Smith.Josh Gordon. strike meant he'd face sitting out an entire
A solid quartet
to
put
on
any
NFL
field.
season
when he decided to have some beers
Except that they are among 29 players sus"right
after the season."
pended by the league heading into the 2014
For Indianapolis and San Francisco, the
season.
loss ofkey defenders could have a huge imAmong those big names, Cleveland's
pact.
Gordon got the longest ban, sidelined for
Mathis, gone for four games. led the
the entire season for violating the NFL's league with 19 1-2 sacks in a career year.
substance abuse policy. His absence might The Colts will face high-powered Denver
be the most damaging,too,and not only for and Philadelphia in the first two weeks
its length. A Pm Bowl wide receiver, Gor- without their best player on that side of the
don was the only established
target
on
the
ball.
Browns,whofigured to be an also-ran even
"We've got a soldier down," Colts DE
with him in the lineup.
Cory Redding said of Mathis."We're going
That Gordon's
lingered
case
for
weeks
to
wait
for him to come back,but until then,
while appeals were heard,and was not dewe're
going to hold down the foil."
cided until just before the season,didn't help
Smith's absence means San Francisco is
the Browns,either.
". without two playmakers at linebacker, be"How it played out was not ideal cirtuni- cause All-Pro NaVorro Bowman is recovstances for us, obviously, but that's behind ering from a gruesome knee injury
us," coach Mike Pettine said. "You can't sustained in the NR title game loss to Seatworry about guys you don't have. ... I've tle. Smith is gone for nine games for violatsaid this all along, you don't replace a Josh ing the drug and personal conduct policies,
Gordon,a top-five NFL receiver, with just which means both he and Bowman might
one player."
not
be in the lineup before mid-November.
Welker's four-game suspension, anPlus, defensive tackle Ray McDonald
nounced Tuesday,shouldn't hurt the Bron- was attested last week on a domestic abuse
cos nearly so much considering the other charge, something NFL Commissioner
receiving talent on hand. And having Pey- Roger Goodell has said he will clamp down
ton Manning throwing to them.
on. Goodell announced stiffer penalties for
More harmful: Matt Prates four-gamer, such incidents last week,with six games for
which takes away a significant
weapon.
a
first offense.
Prater made 25 of26 field goals in 2013,in"Some people have a magic number of if
cluding a record 64-yanier. Denver is going you have one,if you have two,if you have

